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Abstract

Contemporary congregational songs (ccs) are a global genre of Christian worship, 
driven presently from Western production centres. Streaming media platforms, in 
particular YouTube, have become essential vehicles for disseminating these songs 
globally, as well as a way for fans to contribute to the popularity of songs through 
views, likes, comments, sharing, and uploading their own fan-created videos. While 
this activity has had some scholarly attention, it has not focussed on the varied forms 
these videos take and how they contribute to and nuance the definition of the genre. 
This article utilises the most sung songs data from recent Christian Copyright Licensing 
International reports across five regions to establish the 32 most sung ccs globally. 
A media studies analysis is then conducted, with contributions from musicology 
and theology, of the most viewed versions of those ccs on YouTube. Three typical 
video forms are identified and discussed in relation to the way they reflect and shape 
perceptions of the contemporary congregational song genre.
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Introduction

Hundreds of millions of people view contemporary congregational songs1 
(ccs)2 on streaming media services, particularly YouTube. The most-watched 
YouTube mediations of popular ccs, therefore, play an important role in both 
reflecting and influencing perceptions of the genre. While music on YouTube 
has received increasing scholarly attention over the last decade (Cayari, 2011; 
Trainer, 2015; Vernallis, 2013), there are only two publications that engage with 
contemporary congregational songs on YouTube (Ingalls, 2019; Thornton & 
Evans, 2015). Thornton and Evans analyse five ccs, with a focus on exploring 
YouTube as a facilitator of virtual worshipping communities. Ingalls also analy-
ses five ccs and additionally only engages with user-generated worship videos, 
as opposed to official videos, with a focus on exploring the porous boundaries 
of online/offline piety. There is clearly a large scope for further scholarship on 
YouTube and ccs. This article undertakes the analysis of audio and visual ele-
ments of the 32 most sung global ccs, in their most viewed form on YouTube, 
identifying three common forms and how they reflect and contribute to an 
understanding of the ccs genre.

Contemporary congregational songs are an identifiable music genre. Based 
on a recent analysis of the most popular ccs, they have been summarised as 
“songs that are popular music oriented, written by [and for] Christian worshi-
pers, relatively easily replicable in vernacular contexts, memorable, contain-
ing lyrics that are theologically resonant to their performers (congregation), 
and are personally meaningful” (Thornton, 2021, p. 23). Additionally, there 
are many lyrical, musical, and extra-musical elements that further identify 
songs as being within this genre (ibid., pp. 183–246), certainly well beyond the 
generic and inadequate description of ccs as “popular music with Christian 
lyrics” (Cusic, 2009, p. 89).

A representative sample of ccs first needs to be established in order to set 
up the parameters for this analysis. In the field of genre theory, Frow states that 
genres “classify objects in ways that are sometimes precise, sometimes fuzzy, 
but always sharper at the core than at the edges” (Frow, 2006, p. 128). One way 
of identifying the “core” of the ccs genre is to identify those songs that are most 
sung by Christians around the world. In other words, an analysis of the most 
popular global ccs will yield the clearest insights about the genre as a whole. It 

1 ccs are elsewhere referred to as “praise and worship” or “contemporary worship music”, both 
of which I find unsuitable terms; I have written extensively about this elsewhere (Thornton, 
2021, pp. 49–59).

2 This acronym is used for both the singular and plural forms of the term throughout.
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must also be acknowledged that such an approach is necessarily reductive and 
therefore does not encompass the diversity that also exists across the genre.

Christian Copyright Licensing International (ccli) is the largest global pro-
vider of licenses to local churches and Christian organisations who wish to 
lawfully utilise ccs in their live or streamed services, events, or other gath-
erings. In other words, ccli measures ccs usage, and thus popularity, in 
Christian gatherings. Typically, such licenses are purchased for a one-year 
period, and throughout that time, license holders report what songs they used 
at each public gathering, further differentiating between songs sung, lyrics 
projected on screens or printed, and songs incidentally recorded. While there 
are limitations to the ccli data (Thornton, 2021, pp. 36–37), they still pro-
vide the most comprehensive starting point to establish which ccs are core 
to the genre and are therefore important to analyse for insight into the genre 
as a whole. A list of globally most sung ccs can be obtained by synthesising 
ccli’s Church Copyright Licence (ccl) and SongSelect data of five regions 
(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, and USA). In this case, the data is taken 
from a recent reporting period (October 2018). That these five regions should 
constitute a reasonable picture of the global ccs genre requires justification.

The flow of ccs distribution and appropriation has invariably been from 
Western to non-Western countries, mirrored in the broader “cultural imperi-
alism” of secular music industries (Hesmondhalgh, 1995) and arguably estab-
lished in the colonisation and missionising activities of Western countries in 
the centuries before. While the ccli “top songs” reports from, for example, 
Brazil, South Africa, and Singapore contain some localised content, they also 
invariably contain the songs that also most prominently appear in the regions 
analysed. The reverse is not the case. Despite the growth of Christianity in the 
global south in recent decades (Pew Research Center, 2011), the five Western 
regions identified above are still key production centres for ccs, with interna-
tionally prominent songwriters/worship leaders such as Matt Redman (UK), 
Chris Tomlin (USA), Brooke Ligertwood (New Zealand), and Darlene Zschech 
(Australia). Between the top 25 songs from both ccli’s ccl and SongSelect 
across the five regions, there are 32 songs which appear in two or more regions 
(Appendix A). These are demonstrably the most sung ccs globally and are 
therefore the songs under analysis.

There are a considerable number of YouTube mediations of any given 
popular ccs. In order to limit the texts for analysis to something not only 
manageable for this article but also representative of the church globally, it 
is the most-viewed versions of each song that will be analysed. Once again, 
though potentially reductive, genre studies is necessarily so and therefore is 
careful not to overreach in its findings. This is descriptive analysis, rather than 
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normative, even though the three video forms do appear indicative of ccs 
across YouTube. Furthermore, this analysis is dialectic, requiring perspectives 
from other disciplines that can inform, challenge, and be informed and chal-
lenged by the observations made here.

Methodologically, a music semiological framework governs this research. 
Music semiology, as described by Nattiez (1990), brings together interdiscipli-
nary methods under three meaning-making locations: the production milieu, 
texts, and audience. In this case, the mediated ccs texts are analysed in light 
of popular music studies, media studies, and theology. Popular music studies 
speaks to the genre expectations of ccs that exist within the wider scope of 
commercialised Western secular popular music. ccs both reinforce and sub-
vert secular popular music conventions and values (Thornton, 2021, pp. 204–
206). The analysis of the mediated songs – video and audio – is informed by 
media studies, specifically the work of Nicholas Cook and Andrew Goodwin 
(Cook, 1998; Goodwin, 1993). Theological considerations frame the discussions 
of ccs videos as expressions of musical worship. The two other perspectives 
of meaning-making, those of producers and individual listeners, while equally 
important to music semiology, have been explored elsewhere (Ingalls, 2019; 
Thornton & Evans, 2015) and are therefore less a focus of this article.

YouTube

There are an increasing number of media streaming platforms in the market-
place, such as Spotify or Apple Music. YouTube, however, is the pre-eminent 
global streaming service for the most popular recorded versions of the most 
sung ccs. Reports suggest that there are 900 million to 1 billion global regu-
lar users of YouTube (ifpi Global Music Report 2016, 2016; Recording Industry 
in Numbers, 2013, p. 26), compared to Spotify’s 299 million users and Apple 
Music’s 70 million subscribers. The largest provider of music videos on YouTube 
is vevo (a conglomerate content provider from Sony Music Entertainment, 
Universal Music Group, and emi),3 and eight of the ten most-viewed videos on 
YouTube are music videos.

YouTube is free, from the user’s perspective. It facilitates the easy sharing of 
songs through social media platforms and via url links. It is available anytime 
and anywhere the internet is accessible, given suitable bandwidth. For what-
ever reasons individuals might engage with ccs on YouTube, this streaming 

3 From 2016 onwards, Warner Music Group, the world’s third largest record company, also 
licensed its artists’ videos to vevo.
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music phenomenon has also become a foundational resource in the teaching/
learning of ccs. Before media streaming services emerged, churches typically 
copied cd s (or even earlier, cassette tapes) for “worship team” members to 
learn songs. Despite the availability of audio-ripping software of that era, the 
practice was time consuming and, ultimately, illegal. ccli, aware that such 
practices were at odds with copyright law, was unable to provide a viable 
licensing solution until recently.4 ccli needed cooperation from both the song 
owner and the master recording owner in order to create a “rehearsal license” 
for churches, and their historical relationship had only been with song owners 
(composers and publishers). In the absence of such a license, churches looked 
for alternatives, and YouTube was one of the first to provide a simple solution.

Media, Music, Religion, and Culture

ccs’ existence on YouTube is mandatory for both economic and missional rea-
sons. Streamed music now accounts for over 50% of global music revenues, 
while physical sales continue to decline (Global Music Report: The Industry in 
2019, 2020). Even though the financial returns on streamed media are substan-
tially less than those of downloads or physical sales, the current consumption 
models for music require producers to make their music available to consum-
ers in the consumers’ preferred medium(s) (Arewa, 2010). Additionally, prom-
inent ccs producers, such as Hillsong, Bethel, and Elevation Church, actively 
promote their songs beyond their immediate constituency based on an explicit 
“mission” to support and promote musical worship across the wider body of 
Christ.5 Thus, as ccs exist on YouTube, so the form and content they assume 
becomes the authoritative version of the songs. As such, the audio-visual con-
tent of those ccs reflect and shape perceptions of the genre.

The study of mediated musical worship is still nascent. Apart from the liter-
ature noted above, there is only one other edited volume touching on this field, 
Congregational Music Making in a Mediated Age (Nekola & Wagner, 2015). The 
chapter authors approach this topic from a wide variety of technological, theo-
logical, and communal angles, all of which are informative but do not contrib-
ute to the specific aims of this article, except for the chapter by Thornton and 
Evans as cited. While research into religion in this media age has increasingly 

4 ccli (n.d.) Rehearsal Licence Terms of Agreement. ccli. https://us.ccli.com/rehearsal- 
license-terms-of-agreement/.

5 Mission statements can be found here: https://hillsong.com/music/; https://bethelmusic.com/
about/; https://elevationworship.com/about/.
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been receiving attention for at least two decades (Campbell, 2010; Deacy & 
Arweck, 2017; Morgan, 2008), (mediated) music has seldom been mentioned. 
For example, in the seminal text, Religion in the Media Age, Hoover has very 
little to say about Christian music, except that it was “a very important source…
for young people in ‘born-again’ households” (2006, p. 273). Admittedly, media 
studies scholars are not necessarily also musicians and therefore may not 
have the interest or musical expertise to explore Christians and their medi-
ated music. However, as Morgan argues, “Media of all kinds…are constitutive 
ingredients in the social construction of reality” (2008, p. xiv). If there is a 
general understanding among Christians of what (contemporary) worship is, 
it is at least partially informed by the audio-visual representations of ccs on 
YouTube. For example, videos of (mega)church services and album recordings 
reflect the values and frameworks of corporate musical worship in those local 
contexts. The espoused values through chosen audio-visual elements in the 
three video forms identified and analysed later in this article are then used as 
exemplars to shape worship in other local contexts. For better or worse, these 
videos construct a normative, or at least aspirational, understanding and prac-
tice of musical worship.

About the Songs

This section outlines some contextual information regarding the composers/
producers of the most sung ccs which directly or indirectly affects the form 
the most watched videos take. The 32 ccs under analysis originate from the 
following three regions; 16 of them are from the USA, 10 are from Australia, 
and 6 are from the UK. Canada and New Zealand had representation in their 
respective regions’ reports, but not beyond, at least not in the top 25. Australia 
is evidently over-represented when one considers the comparative size of their 
Christian population to the USA and UK. This worldwide impact from Australia 
is solely because of Hillsong Church (Thornton, 2017). There are other signif-
icant producers of ccs in Australia who also have an international presence, 
but when it comes to the most sung ccs globally, all ten from Australia are 
from Hillsong.

There are 58 writers across the 32 songs. Of those 58, only 5 are women: less 
than 10%. Such an inequity occurs not only in the ccs genre but elsewhere as 
well. Studies of royalty payments to song owners through apra/amcos (the 
Australian performing and mechanical rights licensing association) showed 
that women represented only 20% of their distribution (Cunningham et al., 
2010; Throsby & Zednik, 2010). While still male-dominated in the secular 
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music sphere, those figures demonstrate twice the female representation (as a 
percentage) compared to the ccs genre. This systemic and chronic underrep-
resentation of women in the music industry contrasts notably with the roughly 
equal number of females and males taking music in their final high school 
years (Cooper et al., 2017). One might expect a greater degree of female con-
tribution to musical worship, given that there are more women attendees of 
church than men (Powell, 2017). That is not the case but is certainly worthy of 
greater scrutiny. While it is little consolation, 9 of the 32 songs (28%) featured a 
female worship leader (vocalist). On the consumer side of the equation, gender 
statistics of YouTube viewers are available to channel owners; however, none of 
the YouTube channel owners of the ccs mediations analysed here responded 
to communication from the researcher. Even if it was available, demographic 
information is only as good as the information provided to YouTube by users 
in the first place.

ccs on YouTube

While the average song copyright year is 2008, the average upload year to 
YouTube is 2013, and none of the 32 ccs were uploaded to YouTube before 
2006. “How Great Is Our God” was uploaded in 2006, and “Here I Am to 
Worship” in 2007. The other 30 songs were uploaded from 2008 onwards. 
Holt supports this timeline, stating that streaming musical media adoption 
“spread rapidly around 2008 and became evident to many in 2009” (2011, p. 
51). Over a third of the songs (12/32, 38%), however, were written before 2008. 
These older songs were charting highly on the ccli reports long before they 
had YouTube representation. Where radio, television, the purchase of phys-
ical media (cd, cassette tape, vinyl record), or the experience of the song at 
a conference or church service used to be the initial introductory vehicle for 
these songs to consumers, the role of those activities has changed. As already 
noted, streaming media has overtaken all other forms of music consumption 
in recent years. ccli founder Howard Rachinski conducted a survey in 2014, 
which even back then indicated that the greatest method for discovering new 
music for churches was through the internet (42%). While that survey did not 
give participants the option to specify a site, YouTube’s own statistics indicate 
its primacy in online music discovery and engagement.

The most viewed contemporary congregational song from the list of most 
sung global ccs is “What a Beautiful Name”, with 330 million views. “10,000 
Reasons” comes in second with 185 million. There are three more with over 
100 million views (“No Longer Slaves”, “Oceans (Where Feet May Fail)”, and 
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“Reckless Love”), progressing down to “Hosanna (Praise Is Rising)” with the 
lowest view count at 2 million. The most viewed mediations are either offi-
cial versions, meaning they are optimised and funded for the highest possible 
engagement, or they are comparatively older ccs, which means they have had 
time to build up their view count and prominence on search engines. There 
are over 1.7 billion views across the 32 mediations, of which Hillsong’s 10 vid-
eos account for 716 million (42%). Again, this skewed representation speaks 
to Hillsong’s early adoption of high-quality video recordings of their worship 
albums. The contextual information discussed above frames the main analy-
sis and findings from this research in the following section; namely, the three 
dominant video forms of ccs on YouTube and how they impact perceptions 
of the global genre.

First, it should be reiterated that while numerous forms of ccs videos exist 
on YouTube, the most viewed versions coalesce into three types (Table 1).  
Unfortunately, there are no current scholarly models of music video types 
upon which this research could be based. These types were therefore deter-
mined by analysis of the audio-visual content of each video and are reinforced 
by the self-categorisation of many videos in their titles, such as “lyric video” or 
“live worship video”. The three identified forms can be further differentiated 
between those that occur on “official” (record label/artist/church) or “unoffi-
cial” (fan) channels. In recent research on “live music” YouTube videos, how-
ever, Trainer notes that “(t)he distinctions between artist-sanctioned YouTube 
content and user-uploaded copied content are subtle” (Trainer, 2015, p. 74). He 
additionally notes that

it can often be difficult to ascertain whether the amateur live footage up-
loaded to YouTube of less popular or lesser-known musicians is artist- 
sanctioned or not, whether it has been uploaded by the band or a user 
associated with the band, or whether this content falls into the category 
of fan videos. (ibid., p. 77)

table 1 ccs Most-Viewed Video Forms on YouTube

ccs Most-Viewed Video Forms on YouTube
Form 1 – presence video Form 2 – lyric video Form 3 – live worship 

experience
Commercial audio recording 
with static picture

Commercial audio 
recording with lyric 
video

Live worship experience 
recording

Official and unofficial channels
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While keeping those observations in mind, in the case of ccs, official chan-
nels directly and intentionally represent the original creators/producers/art-
ists. Unofficial channels tend to represent fan-created or at least fan-uploaded 
versions of ccs. As the table indicates, it is not that the forms are unique to 
whether the channel is official or unofficial. Rather, knowing that a channel is 
official allows us to observe the influence of record labels, music publishers, 
church leaders, and/or industry imperatives, whereas unofficial channels are 
more likely to represent fans’ individual active and creative engagement with 
ccs, without external organisational constraints. Such a statement should 
not be viewed as a value judgement about official or unofficial channels on 
YouTube. Both sources of productions shape and are shaped by the other, as 
the analysis below draws out. In fact, the way in which YouTube measures 
views and likes/dislikes fosters a culture among content creators that is ori-
ented towards maximising positive public engagement with their videos. In 
turn, the most viewed/liked videos become models for other content creators 
to emulate, whether they are from official or unofficial channels.

Among the unofficial channels, the issue of copyright ownership and 
infringement deserves some attention. The prosumption (portmanteau of pro-
duction and consumption) of fan-based ccs videos on YouTube aligns with 
Morgan’s admonition “to regard [media] reception as potentially creative and 
resistant forms of response to the preferred reading that producers encode 
in their media products” (2008, p. 11). Is it creativity or resistance (or both) 
that instigates a fan-created ccs video? Creativity may assume that the pro-
sumer didn’t know that the works they upload are protected by copyright law 
requiring them to obtain the appropriate licenses (synchronisation and master 
recording) in order to legally broadcast their creations. As a form of resistance, 
it might mean the prosumer knew, but did not care. Technological advance-
ment has continually provided new opportunities for the creation or adap-
tation of works involving copyright infringement well before copyright laws 
have been able to adapt or be enforced (Arewa, 2010). Some unofficial content 
creators aware of their culpability state, in the text description of their videos, 
that they do not own the copyright to the original recordings. Ironically, such 
comments simply confirm that there is a wilful ignorance of the encroach-
ments on copyright law in their activities, or perhaps a perception that the 
law is unreasonable, or that the activity of making such songs freely available 
to the public is a “good” that outweighs its illegality. In response to this situa-
tion, YouTube created “Content id”, where content owners can identify their 
intellectual property and block it, monetise it, or monitor it.6 Nevertheless, a 

6 YouTube Help (n.d.). How Content id Works. https://support.google.com/youtube/
answer/2797370?hl=en.
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moral question remains for the Christian prosumer of ccs YouTube videos. 
The watching of these videos, like the creation of them, can also be seen as 
both a “creative and resistant” response. Viewers engage with ccs through a 
personally preferred medium – YouTube – which at the time of its inception 
was not the medium official sources encouraged for the consumption of these 
songs, given the diminished returns to the labels (artists) and publishers (song 
owners).

The Forms on Unofficial Channels

Just over half of the most-viewed ccs videos (17) were on unofficial channels. 
Among them, although quite rare (2/17), was Form 1 – presence videos. One 
of those was “How Deep the Father’s Love”, the second oldest song on the list. 
Because YouTube is a video streaming service, a video of some description, 
even of a simple static picture, is required. These sorts of fan-created videos 
essentially make the audio available to the YouTube audience by creating the 
minimal video component possible. This is at least one of the reasons that they 
tend not to have the highest view count. However, in this case, as no official 
video was ever released, and the denominational demographic for this song is 
older than most ccs, the early upload date was enough for it to gain traction. 
The title of the video boasts “with Lyrics”; however, those lyrics are in the text 
description of the video, not on the video itself, as such a title would normally 
infer.

“How Great Is Our God” is the other video in this form, although it is an 
embellished version of the form. Rather than containing a placeholder image 
to give complete focus to the audio, the fan-creator used the opportunity to 
add their own evangelistic focus. The video contains eighteen Scripture verses 
appearing over mostly static pictures while the song plays. The verses utilise 
the King James version of the Bible and do not reference the lyrical content 
in any way. That a video adopting this format could have achieved the most-
watched status for such a popular song is testament to its early upload date 
(2006). “How Great Is Our God” had already topped the ccli charts in most 
regions around the globe before YouTube had any prominence as a streaming 
media platform.

Second, and most common among unofficial channels (12/17), were the 
fan-created and uploaded lyric videos (Form 2). While there are many vari-
ations of the lyric video, they typically progressively display the lyrics over a 
background image to coincide with their occurrence in the sung versions on 
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the audio track. The audio track is a rip of a commercial recording, which is 
often the original recording or alternatively the video creator’s favourite cover 
version of the song. In other words, there were no amateur fan-covered ver-
sions of these ccs which had the highest number of views, despite such ver-
sions existing in abundance on YouTube. As mentioned, for older songs, such 
as “Here I Am to Worship”, “In Christ Alone”, and “How Great Thou Art”, the 
original recordings were released well before the advent of streaming media. 
Thus, it tended to be the most popular version at the time of the fan-created 
video which featured, often a more recent recording than the original.

This (professional) cover version preference for older songs in YouTube ccs 
is also seen in one of the newest songs on the list: “The Lion and the Lamb”, cov-
ered in this case by Big Daddy Weave. There is an official lyric video which was 
uploaded five months after the most viewed version. which has almost 2 mil-
lion fewer views. The first to upload a ccs to YouTube is often the one to have 
the most views, as Trainer also observed (2015, p. 81). There are some examples 
where this is not the case, but generally, upload date plays an important role 
in potential prominence, as already noted with “How Great Is Our God”. The 
quicker someone can upload a song to YouTube, the quicker the public have 
access to that song. Then, as people search for the song, they not only watch 
it but also share the link. Over time, even if the version lacks in visual and/
or audial quality, and despite the opaque search algorithms YouTube employs 
in the background, that version appears at, or near, the top of searches for 
the song, because it is the most viewed, shared, and commented upon. Other 
examples of this phenomenon include “10,000 Reasons”, “Amazing Grace (My 
Chains Are Gone)”, “Blessed Be Your Name”, and “Here I Am to Worship”. This 
is changing. Besides “Lion and the Lamb”, all analysed songs written since 2012 
have official videos on YouTube with the most views.

All the lyric videos (Form 2) just discussed contain background images of 
nature scenes (for example, forests, skies, or oceans). The background pictures 
are sometimes entirely static, sometimes cut between a few pictures, or some-
times involve gentle panning effects and more subtle transitions. That pictures 
of nature should be ubiquitous as the backgrounds for fan-created ccs vid-
eos is worthy of some reflection. Creation, for many Christians, reflects the 
Creator and therefore provides a visual synergy to worship (Ps 19, Rom 1:20). 
Nature is often associated with peace, tranquillity, and reflection, but at the 
same time may be grand and inspiring. These attributes contribute to nature 
pictures being a natural visual accompaniment to worship. At a practical level, 
nature is often immediately beautiful, whereas human art would take more 
time and skill to produce as an alternative. Furthermore, nature pictures are 
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easily photographed or accessed online, where human artistic expressions 
have added complications of copyright and accessibility.7

The third form (Form 3) of the most viewed ccs on unofficial channels 
involved fans completely ripping the dvd track (video and audio) and upload-
ing it to YouTube (3/17). This form is diminishing in prominence in more recent 
years because of the proactive shift of official channels to provide YouTube 
versions of songs as quickly as possible after release. Before this practice, how-
ever, the high-quality videos from producers such as Hillsong, which were only 
available on DVD or on Christian television stations, were quickly converted 
to a streamable format and uploaded to YouTube by fans. A similar practice 
involved volunteers in the media departments of ccs producers taking unre-
leased videos and making them available on their personal or other anonymous 
channels, as was the case for the popular ccs “Jesus at the Center”,8 performed 
by Israel Houghton at the 2011 Hillsong Conference. This video was immensely 
popular until Sony Music forcibly removed it from circulation. Additionally, 
many fans may record a live worship context on their smart phones and upload 
the song to YouTube, as Trainer describes (2015). However, those sorts of ver-
sions never achieve the most viewed status of the most sung ccs, not least 
because there are better quality video and audio alternatives.

The Forms on Official Channels

Official videos also take the three forms discussed above, but not necessarily 
with the same rationale or production values. The first (Form 1), and still the 
rarest, as in unofficial channels, is an official recording with a static picture 
(mostly of the album cover), of which “Good Good Father” is the only example. 
This sort of video effectively acts as a placeholder on YouTube. If the official 
channel does not make the song available in some form on YouTube, an unof-
ficial version will quickly emerge. If that happens, there are a few challenges 
that then face the song and recording owners. Do they contact YouTube to have 
the unofficial version taken down? If so, YouTube leaves the video url active, 
but includes a text in place of the video notifying viewers who demanded its 
removal. Thus, it is negative publicity for the song and recording owners. If 

7 Of course, copyright also relates to photographs of nature. However, the perception of 
ownership may be less acute with nature pictures than other artwork.

8 Words and music by Israel Houghton, Micah Massey, and Adam Ranney. Copyright 2011 Heart 
Anthem Music, Integrity Worship Music, Integrity’s Praise! Music, Sound of the New Breed.
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they do not take it down, they can make a claim on it for the purpose of roy-
alties. However, they are still stuck with the aesthetic decisions and quality of 
the unofficial version, which, depending on the production, may be seen as 
damaging the composer’s/artist’s brand. Thus, the rationale for Form 1 videos is 
to capitalise on the fan base of the artist through their official channel, before 
unofficial videos have proliferated, but where no official video has been cre-
ated, envisaged, or perhaps budgeted in advance for the audio recording. Given 
that this is also a tactic of many fan-created videos – although, as mentioned, 
not those that tend to achieve the most viewed status – the lack of visual pro-
duction is not perceived to unduly devalue the song.

It is on this point, regarding the relationship between sound and image in 
ccs mediations, that we need to pause. British musicologist Nicholas Cook 
argues that “it is complementation and contest that prove to be critical in ana-
lysing musical multimedia” (1998, p. 115). “Contest”, however, is not a feature 
of any of the ccs videos analysed; visual elements are never used to compete 
with or contrast lyrical or musical elements. “Complementation” may be closer 
to how ccs videos function, especially in Form 3; however, for Forms 1 and 2, 
the visuals are clearly subordinate to the audio. Based on secular pop music 
videos, Cook may reasonably argue that for the “emergence of signification” 
to occur in multimedia, there must be “a ‘limited’ intersection of attributes, 
as opposed to either complete overlap or total divergence” (p. 82). Can such a 
framework be effectively applied to ccs videos? In the “10,000 Reasons” video, 
for example, the background picture does cohere with the first verse lyrics 
about worshiping God as the “sun comes up”, but this visually referenced lyric 
does not recur elsewhere in the song, nor is it central to the overall message 
of the song. It could be argued that the visuals celebrate the simplicity of the 
song, and perhaps aid its functional role in a corporate worship context. There 
is, therefore, some “limited intersection of attributes”; however, there is more 
obviously a clear hierarchy of mediums, which aligns better with Goodwin’s 
theories on music video analysis (1993).

Goodwin argues that “in terms of their use-value to the audience, music 
videos need to be studied primarily in relation to popular music, rather than in 
relation to television or cinema” (1993, p. xxii). Visual content of ccs YouTube 
videos is not unimportant. Visual elements add layers of meaning and nuance 
to the songs, especially those that are live worship experience videos (Form 3), 
but there is still a clear hierarchy: ccs are songs first and mediated YouTube 
videos second. Even in the case of live worship experience videos, where one 
might presume that the visual and audio elements are equally valued, the 
choice of camera shots continues to reinforce the audio: shots of the band, 
individual worshipers, projected lyrics.
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Lyric videos (Form 2), while more common on unofficial channels, still play 
an important role on official channels (5/15). The production quality tends to 
be higher in this style of video when it is official, as exemplified by “Oceans 
(Where Feet May Fail)”. Instead of a background of static nature pictures, this 
video contains non-descript, recoloured ocean footage, with a chequered tran-
sition of boxed lyrics. In this case, the lyric video form was also strategic, as the 
album from which it originated (Zion, 2013) was a studio album from Hillsong 
United, rather than a live worship recording. Thus, a live worship experience 
version could have only been recorded retrospectively, which might then have 
been perceived as inauthentic to the original audio, unless a whole new ver-
sion (audio and video) was released.

The high-quality video footage (overwhelmingly still of nature) which 
accompanies this form is different from that of the unofficial lyric videos’ back-
grounds, in that it is specifically captured and edited to enhance the visual 
narrative or metaphor of the song, and perhaps to avoid issues of copyright. 
Bethel Church’s YouTube channel, as an example, have opted for this form of 
video when a video-recorded live version of the song is not (yet) available, as 
was the case for “No Longer Slaves” and “Reckless Love”. Elevation Church also 
chose this form for “Do It Again”. In both cases, these ccs producers do release 
live worship experience videos (Form 3) for many songs; however, lyric videos 
are quicker and cheaper to produce than the live worship experience and, like 
Form 1 videos, allow the official channel to swiftly gain a dominating presence 
of their song on YouTube.

The final form (Form 3) on official channels, accounting for 9 of the 15, is that 
of the live worship experience. This is typically captured at the same moment 
as the live audio recording, although on rare occasions it is post-produced with 
the artists essentially miming to the pre-recorded song with a live congrega-
tion. It is also important to note that almost all commercially released “live” 
recordings involve a considerable amount of post-production work, including 
the re-recording of all vocals. In order to ensure the consistency with the live 
video capture, vocalists will often watch their original performance back on a 
video monitor while overdubbing the vocals.

With the advent of live-streaming church services, it is becoming more 
common to see a live version of ccs with an audio feed which is mixed by a 
different audio engineer than the one in charge of the front-of-house mix. This 
practice has been magnified during the recent global pandemic of covid-19, 
where many churches have had little choice but to adopt live-streaming for 
their home-bound congregants. For the most-viewed ccs, these are invaria-
bly high quality, multi-camera productions with designed staging and lighting 
to maximise the effect for screen. Holt proposes that end-user experience is 
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the key to understanding streamed music videos as “the online concert experi-
ence” (2011, p. 54), “the extraordinary concert event” (p. 55), and “video blogs” 
(p. 56). The online concert experience or extraordinary concert event requires 
that one feel a part of a larger present audience, not just an individual con-
nection to the performers/performance. Thus, live worship experience videos 
and live secular rock concerts may initially appear quite similar, in that they 
dynamically capture a live musical performance and its interactive audience. 
As Goodwin observes, they tap into the “visual associations that exist prior to 
the production of the clip itself, in the internal sign systems of the audience” 
(Goodwin, 1993, p. 58), which is true of both secular and sacred live music 
videos. However, live worship experience videos are not just trying to mimic 
their secular counterparts. The inclusion of the congregation in these videos 
demonstrates the co-performance of worship team and worshipers. Camera 
operators seek out individual worshipers on and off the stage who are sincerely 
engaging with the songs, lifting their hands, moving their bodies, closing their 
eyes, or singing, all of which actively affirm the vernacular and liturgical nature 
of these songs.

Despite the differences, there is an ongoing contest between secular pop-
ular music performance values and the values of congregational worship in 
live worship experience videos. The height of the stage versus the audience 
(congregation), the lighting of the stage versus the darkness over the audience 
(congregation), and the volume of the music versus the volume of the congre-
gational singing all indicate that the platform is more important than the pew. 
At the same time, the projection of lyrics, the encouragement of the worship 
leader to congregants, the “free worship” moments, the moments where vocal-
ists step back from their microphones to feature the congregation singing, all 
remind the viewer that this is “worship”, not a concert. The difference may at 
times be subtle; however, those familiar with the context read it through its 
intended hermeneutic.

Comparisons with Secular Pop Music

When compared with secular popular music videos on YouTube, there is one 
marked distinction for ccs: the absence of the typical pop music video. This 
is the type of video that features the artist/band without an audience, often 
in a stylised or narrativised rendition of their performance. They are filmed 
post-audio recording as mimed videos in a studio or on location. There is a 
high degree of visual stimulus which often relates to the performance itself, the 
song lyrics, or the underlying emotional quality of the song, and there are often 
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creative elements unrelated to anything except the imagination of the video 
producer or artist, or genre expectations. While this typical pop music video 
form is also common in contemporary Christian music (ccm), it is not the case 
for ccs. ccm artists, like secular pop artists, write, record, and perform songs 
to be engaged with by an audience. While ccm artists may further want the 
songs to have a deeper meaning for their audience and even a spiritual impact 
upon them, the performer is still clearly the centre of attention. ccs are con-
gregational songs. If they are sung in the context of church services, then no 
matter how much the musicians and singers may look and sound like secular 
pop music artists, there is a fundamental difference in the intent of the perfor-
mance. It is not solely to be enjoyed or even engaged with by an audience. It is 
intended to be co-performed by them: it is intended to be worship. Therefore, a 
music video which only features and elevates the performers and their perfor-
mance is inconsistent with the genre expectations. There are a small number 
of this type of music video of ccs available on YouTube. Indeed, the bounda-
ries between ccm and ccs have always been somewhat porous; however, the 
primary values of ccs are reflected in the three dominant forms analysed here.

Conclusion

During this unprecedented time of the global pandemic of covid-19, stream-
ing media platforms have – if possible – become even more vital sources of 
delivery and community for Christian musical worship. The forms these vid-
eos take are not random; nor are they simply Christianised versions of secular 
music video forms. They follow patterns that the ccs videos at the core of the 
genre have established. YouTube mediations of popular contemporary congre-
gational songs, whether published on official or unofficial channels, play an 
important role in reflecting and shaping perceptions of the global genre. The 
three typical forms identified and analysed here enhance our understanding of 
the genre in the following ways:

Form 1 – presence videos – (3/32) affirm the pre-eminence of the song over 
visual content despite the visually dominant medium of delivery, as well as 
the importance of having ccs on YouTube early in their release cycle. They 
also demonstrate the growing dominance of official channels over unofficial 
channels, at least in terms of the most-viewed versions of ccs.

Form 2 – lyric videos – (17/32) demonstrate the high level of individual 
engagement with ccs, especially in the emerging years of streaming media 
services. At the same time, they demonstrate a conscious and subconscious 
hegemony of style which involves background pictures of nature as a logical or 
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desirable visual accompaniment to worship. They also emphasise the impor-
tance of lyrics in the ccs genre. Lyric videos are useful not only for personal 
devotion, but also in church services as either before or after-service musical 
worship projected on screens, or as a virtual worship team to lead the con-
gregation. Lyric videos democratise the songs, in the sense that regardless of 
whether the song was recorded in a well-resourced megachurch with expe-
rienced artists and producers or in a home studio, it is the song itself that is 
featured in the lyric video.

Finally, Form 3 – live worship experience videos – (12/32) capture the ver-
nacular and liturgical essence of the genre both aurally and visually. They also 
demonstrate a tension and negotiation between popular music performance 
values and those of Christian worship.

Music video forms change over time because of both technological advance-
ments and influences inside and outside the genre. The impact of the present 
state of mediated ccs, however, should not be underestimated. In summary, 
these videos and their dominant forms reflect and reinforce key aspects of 
the global ccs genre. They elevate the song, especially its lyrics, as a commu-
nal expression of musical worship for co-performance by a (real or virtual) 
community of believers. At the same time, they reinforce the genre’s ambiva-
lent connection to certain aspects of secular popular music and to the music 
industry (including ccs-producing megachurches). Mediated ccs appear to 
be playing a growing role not only in Christian worship but also in our under-
standing of the contemporary congregational song genre.
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Appendix A

Thirty-two most sung global contemporary congregational songs and their 
most-viewed video on YouTube.

Song Composer(s) Year ccli# YouTube link

10,000 Reasons Jonas Myrin and 
Matt Redman

2011 6016351 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
DXDGE_lRI0E

Amazing Grace 
(My Chains  
Are Gone)

John Newton, 
Chris Tomlin, and 
Louie Giglio

2006 4768151 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=Jbe7OruLk8I

Blessed Be Your 
Name

Matt and Beth 
Redman

2002 3798438 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=du0il6d-DAk

Build My Life Brett Younker, 
Pat Barrett, Matt 
Redman, Karl 
Martin, and Kirby 
Kaple

2016 7070345 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=NLhd-
zuCSmIw

Cornerstone Jonas Myrin, 
Reuben 
Morgan, Eric 
Liljero, William 
Batchelder 
Bradbury, and 
Edward Mote

2011 6158927 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=izrk-erhDdk
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Song Composer(s) Year ccli# YouTube link

Do It Again Chris Brown, 
Steven Furtick, 
Mack Brock, and 
Matt Redman

2016 7067555 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=0B_lnQIITxU

Good Good 
Father

Pat Barrett and 
Anthony Brown

2014 7036612 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=CqybaIesbuA

Great Are You 
Lord

Jason Ingram, 
David Leonard, 
and Leslie Jordan

2012 6460220 https://youtu.be/
uHz0w-HG4iU

Here I Am to 
Worship

Tim Hughes 2000 3266032 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=CoxopsRSfdU

Holy Spirit Katie and Bryan 
Torwalt

2011 6087919 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
eFByOX8Fb0M

Hosanna  
(Praise Is  
Rising)

Paul Baloche and 
Brenton Brown

2006 4662491 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=oAaQ5 
EEXidc

How Deep the 
Father’s Love

Stuart Townend 1995 1558110 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=1vmY2ztb5xc

How Great Is 
Our God

Chris Tomlin,  
Jesse Reeves, and 
Ed Cash

2004 4348399 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
xi0yLRX4d2M

How Great  
Thou Art

Stuart Wesley 
Keene Hine

1953 14181 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
Cc0QVWzCv9k

In Christ Alone Keith Getty and 
Stuart Townend

2001 3350395 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=ENtL_li4GbE

King of My  
Heart

Sarah McMillan 
and John Mark 
McMillan

2015 7046145 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=g6_
BLuhr0HQ

(Cont.)
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Song Composer(s) Year ccli# YouTube link

Lord I Need  
You

Matt Maher, 
Christy Nockels, 
Jesse Reeves, 
Kristian Stanfill, 
and Daniel  
Carson

2011 5925687 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=_rR_Rdb1CTE

Man of Sorrows Matt Crocker  
and Brooke 
Ligertwood

2012 6476063 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=s7ZJ5D5q54g

Mighty to Save Reuben Morgan 
and Ben Fielding

2006 4591782 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
-08YZF87OBQ

New Wine Brooke  
Ligertwood

2017 7102397 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=1ozGKlOzEVc

No Longer  
Slaves

Joel Case, Brian 
Johnson, and 
Jonathan David 
Helser

2014 7030123 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=f8TkUMJtK5k

O Come to the 
Altar

Chris Brown, 
Steven Furtick, 
Mack Brock, and 
Wade Joye

2015 7051511 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
rYQ5yXCc_CA

O Praise 
the Name 
(Anástasis)

Marty Sampson, 
Dean Ussher,  
and Benjamin 
Hastings

2015 7037787 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=LqBpifDpNKc

Oceans(Where 
Feet May Fail)

Matt Crocker,  
Joel Houston,  
and Salomon 
Ligthelm

2012 6428767 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
dy9nwe9_xzw

Reckless Love Caleb Culver,  
Cory Asbury, and 
Ran Jackson

2017 7089641 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
Sc6SSHuZvQE

(Cont.)
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Song Composer(s) Year ccli# YouTube link

Revelation  
Song

Jennie Lee Riddle 2004 4447960 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=D-zk-E55dRk

Shout to the  
Lord

Darlene Zschech 1993 1406918 https://www. 
youtube.com/ 
watch?v= 
gn5CMSSAx_c

The Lion and  
the Lamb

Brenton Brown, 
Leeland Mooring, 
and Brian Johnson

2015 7038281 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=rMTfj4xOjZk

This I Believe 
(The Creed)

Matt Crocker and 
Ben Fielding

2014 7018338 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
FtUNQpu2b7Q

This Is Amazing 
Grace

Jeremy Riddle,  
Phil Wickham,  
and Josh Farro

2012 6333821 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=XFRjr_x-yxU

What a Beautiful 
Name

Ben Fielding  
and Brooke 
Ligertwood

2016 7068424 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 
nQWFzMvCfLE

Who You Say I 
Am

Ben Fielding and 
Reuben Morgan

2017 7102401 https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=lKw6uqtGFfo

(Cont.)
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